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a b s t r a c t
We address the problem of accurate and efficient alignment of 3D point clouds captured by an RGB-D
(Kinect-style) camera from different viewpoints. While the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm has
been widely used for dense point cloud matching, it is limited in its ability to produce accurate results
in challenging scenarios involving objects that lack structural features and have significant camera view
changes. In this paper, we introduce a new cost function with dynamic weights for the ICP algorithm to
tackle this problem. It balances the significance of structural and photometric features with dynamically
adjusted weights to improve the error minimization process. Our algorithm also includes a novel outlier
rejection method, which adopts adaptive thresholding at each ICP iteration, using both the structural
information of the object and the spatial distances of sparse SIFT feature pairs. The effectiveness of our
proposed approach is demonstrated by experimental results from various challenging scenarios. We
obtained superior registration accuracy than related previous methods, at the same time maintaining
low computational requirements.
Ó 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
3D object modeling is an active research topic, and has many
practice applications such as animation, human computer interaction, virtual reality, and object manipulation by industrial robots
[1–5]. With the birth of low-cost RGB-D cameras, (such as Kinect),
synchronized RGB and depth images can be captured at the same
time, making 3D modeling of an object more robust and accessible.
In a typical 3D modeling process using an RGB-D camera [6],
first, the 3D partial point clouds of the object from different views
are pairwise registered (or aligned) through a coarse registration
algorithm such as RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) [7,8],
and then this initial registration is further refined by an iterative
fine registration algorithm such as the ICP (Iterative Closest Point)
algorithm [9–11]. After the fine registration, the 3D point cloud
model can be transformed to other 3D representations for different
applications.
The ICP convergence is sensitive to outliers and noises. Many
points on the source point cloud do not have ideal correspondences
on the target model. To improve the performance of ICP, many
q
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variants of ICP have been proposed [12–17]. The variants cover
the pruning, downweighting, outlier rejection of the 3D points, as
well as the minimization of the error metric. The work in [12,15]
set up criteria to discard points that are too far away from the correspondence or close to the geometry boundary. In [14], the fraction of inliers are computed in a statistically robust manner. The
work in [13,16] introduces robust functions to reweight the importance of inliers instead of trimming outliers. In [17], people use
sparsity inducing norms to constrain inliers in order to avoid the
heuristics of pruning or reweighting correspondences. However,
in some cases such as an object lacking distinguishing structural
features or under significant camera view changes, even if we have
achieved an almost perfect alignment in the initial alignment
stage, these ICP variants may actually converge to an incorrect
alignment result since they only use the structural information (i.
e., the 3D coordinate information) as will be shown in the next
section.
Some work propose to simultaneously consider multiple correspondences per feature point using Expectation Maximization
(EM) algorithms [18,19] or based on a Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) [20]. Although these methods improve the convergence
of ICP, in case of a large number of outliers or noises, registration
still heavily relies on the distance to the nearest matching feature,
which makes these methods less robust.
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Several color-based ICP algorithms [21–23] have been proposed
to alleviate this issue, showing that adding the color information
decreases the registration error significantly when objects lack
structural features. However, directly using color as a feature is
not reliable since the color may not be the same for the same point
in different views due to lighting, shadow, or reflection. In [24,25],
SIFT descriptors [26] have been incorporated into the ICP iteration
process for improved registration when objects lack structural features. However, in[24] the algorithm operates solely on sparse SIFT
feature points, which is a very small subset of the point clouds
when extended to the 3D modeling case. The performance of the
algorithm is limited since the rich structural information from
the 3D point clouds is not fully used. The algorithm could be
extended to run on all the 3D points in the point clouds, however,
it would require to compute the 128-dimensional SIFT descriptor
for every point in the object in the search for the closest distance,
which is very computationally inefficient. Also, it will have problems if the object lacks salient texture features. Furthermore, in
both of [24,25], a fixed coefficient for weighting the closest
distance and SIFT matching distance is utilized, which may not
provide the best performance.
Aside from ICP, there are also some existing work in 3D point
cloud registration. In [27], an efficient indexing scheme in 3D registration is proposed which speeds up the algorithm towards finding the global optimal alignment. Researchers have also proposed
to use high level features to improve the surface registration
accuracy. In [28], an intrinsic map is generated between two
non-isometric, genus zero surfaces. Based on the blended map,
dense feature correspondences can be established. In [29], a
general algorithm is proposed to find intrinsic symmetries of
shapes with Heat Kernel Signature [30] in order to match partial
and incomplete models efficiently. The work in [31] introduces a
new shape matching algorithm for computing correspondences
between 3D surfaces that undergo isometric deformations.
However, notwithstanding the demonstrated success of these
surface registration approaches, in the RGB-D case, the 3D surface
reconstruction is vulnerable to the noises contained in the point
cloud, which makes the surface based registration less accurate.
In this paper, we propose a more robust and efficient point
cloud fine registration approach by enhancing ICP with a new cost
function that balances the significance of structural and photometric features with dynamically adjusted weights to improve the
error minimization process. In addition, we introduce a novel outlier rejection method, which adaptively sets the outlier distance
threshold in each ICP iteration, while taking into account both
3D structural features of the object and the spatial distances of
the SIFT feature pairs. We show that our contributions can achieve
superior results than other related methods, both in terms of registration accuracy and efficiency. In particular, we demonstrate our
approach in several challenging scenarios, involving objects with
symmetrical structures and alignment with large camera view displacements. This paper is an extension of our previous work in
[32].
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we discuss our setup to demonstrate the problems and
our investigations. In Section 3, we present our proposed approach.
In Section 4, we perform simulations to show the effectiveness of
the proposed techniques. In Section 5, we conclude the paper.
2. The fine registration problems
In this section, we show the setup we used to demonstrate the
problems we are addressing, i.e., fine registration under some challenging scenarios involving symmetrical objects and significant
camera view changes, where ICP produces inaccurate results.
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The RGB-D images we used are from the RGB-D Object Dataset
[33]. A round food-can is placed on a turntable to illustrate the case
of a symmetrical object. Fig. 1a and b are two RGB images and their
corresponding depth images from two views captured using a
Kinect camera. The image resolution is 640 ⁄ 480. In the depth
images, the lighter intensity of a pixel means it is farther from
the camera. For the black region (e.g., the top part of the can and
the background area around the turntable), the depth information
is not available.
We use only the SIFT features extracted from the food-can in
the RGB images to perform RANSAC for the initial alignment. After
the initial registration, we perform ICP on the food-can for the fine
alignment to obtain the final transform. Since the food-can and the
turntable are rigid objects and are fixed to each other, ideally, the
transform should also apply to the turntable. We use the four red
rectangle markers on the turntable as shown in the figure to
demonstrate this problem. Since the markers are very sharply
defined and have a very distinct color from the turntable, it is easy
to precisely extract the corners of the markers (in the simulations
we use the Harris corner detector) which are highlighted as color
dots in the figure. These corner points serve as the ground truth
points in our simulations for comparing the alignment results.
With the coordinates of the six ground truth points which are visible in both 3D point clouds, we can compute the errors of the
ground truth points during the fine registration process. Since
the markers are at a distance from the food-can, and the ICP is performed only based on the 3D points of the food-can, the markers
also serve the purpose of making the errors more visible. It should
be noted that most of the black area around the turntable belongs
to the background. Since in the simulations we only deal with the
food-can and the corners of the markers, this black part does not
affect our results.
In the above case, the food-can is round without any distinct
structural features. Fig. 2a and b show the partial 3D point clouds
after the initial alignment and after the ICP registration from the
two views in Fig. 1, respectively. The pictures look noisy since
the depth images from the Kinect camera are noisy. From Fig. 2a,
we can see that after the coarse initial alignment, the red markers
are well aligned. However, after ICP is performed for the fine registration as shown in Fig. 2b, the markers are no longer aligned.
In Fig. 2b, the two sides of the red marker highlighted are mixed
with red and white colors, since with the misalignment, the two
red markers are not completely overlapped to each other. Due to
the noisy depth values, in some locations of the non-overlapped
regions, the white color turntable may appear in front, and in other
locations, the red color marker may appear in front, which cause
the region to have a mixed red and white color look.
In Fig. 3, we plot the RMS (Root Mean Square) value of the closest distances of the 3D point clouds and the RMS error of the
ground truth points (the 3D coordinates of the red marker corners)
in each iteration. From the figure, we can see that although the
Root Mean Square (RMS) value of the closest distances of the 3D
points of the food-can continues to decrease, the RMS distance
error of the ground truth points is increasing, indicating that the
ICP is actually converging to a wrong position due to the lack of
structural features.
We also consider the scenario where the overlap region in the
two views is relatively small due to significant camera view
changes as in the cereal box case shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4g and h
show the visual alignment result after the initial alignment and
after ICP, respectively. Fig. 5 shows the corresponding error curves.
From the figures, we can see that although the RMS value of the
closest distances of the 3D points of the cereal box continues to
decrease, the RMS error of the ground truth points increases, which
also indicates that ICP is converging to a wrong position.
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Fig. 1. The RGB and depth images of two different views showing the setup for illustrating a case where the standard ICP fails to perform fine registration due to structural
ambiguity.

Fig. 2. 3D point clouds registered from two views. (a) Initial registration result after RANSAC. (b) Fine registration result after ICP.

3. Proposed solution
Given the RGB and depth images of two views from the RGB-D
camera, we can obtain two 3D point clouds p ¼ fp1 . . . pN g and
q ¼ fq1 . . . qM g, where N and M are the numbers of points in the
two 3D point clouds, respectively. The SIFT feature points are
extracted from the two RGB images. In the initial alignment provided by RANSAC, we find the set of corresponding SIFT feature
3D points as cf = ðpf1 ; qf1 Þ; . . . ; ðpfL ; qfL Þ where pfi and qfi are the corresponding SIFT feature 3-D points in p and q, respectively, and L is
the number of the matched SIFT feature point pairs. It should be
noted that the matched SIFT feature point pairs are relatively
sparse compared to the original 3-D point clouds (i.e., L is much
smaller than M and N). After the initial alignment, the standard
ICP algorithm performs fine registration of the two point clouds
by iteratively associating points through a nearest-neighbor search
and estimating the transformation parameters using a mean
square cost function (see [9,10] for details).
3.1. Objective function fusing structural and photometric information

Fig. 3. Fine-registration error curve for a symmetrical object with ICP (unit: m).

To overcome the problem associated with the case of objects
lacking structural features, a SIFT-based term can be added into
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Fig. 4. Alignment of ICP for the case with a small overlapping region in the two views. (a)–(d) The RGB and depth images of two different views. (e and f) Partial point clouds
from the two views. (g) Initial alignment visual result after initial alignment. (h) Fine registration visual result after ICP (best viewed in color). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

corresponding SIFT feature pairs instead, which are readily available in the iterations of the ICP algorithm. In this paper, we define
T ð0Þ as the transform matrix after RANSAC and before the iteration,
and T ðkÞ as the transform matrix after the kth iteration in the
process.
The new objective function to be minimized in the kth iteration
to find T ðkÞ is thus:

f ðkÞ ¼

X

X

pi 2p

ðpfi ;qfi Þ2cf

ai kpi  T  qðkÞ
k2 þ
i

bi kpfi  T  qfi k2

ð1Þ

ðkÞ

where qi is the corresponding point in the point cloud q with the
closest distance to each point pi in the point cloud p given two point
clouds p and q:
ðkÞ

qi

Fig. 5. Convergence of ICP for the case with a relatively small overlapping region in
the two views (unit: m).

the cost function in the error minimization process, in additional to
the closest distances of the nearest neighbors. To fully utilize the
rich structural information of the 3D points, unlike [24] where
the iterations are only applied to the sparse SIFT feature points,
in our proposed approach the iterations are applied to all the 3D
points. To prevent the calculation of the 128-dimensional SIFT
descriptor for every 3D point which makes the computation
extremely heavy, we propose to use the spatial distances of the

¼ arg minðkpi  T ðk1Þ  qj k2 Þ
qj 2fqg

ð2Þ

ai and bi are the weights for the closest distance of the nearest
neighbor and the spatial distance of the corresponding SIFT feature
pair, respectively, and will be discussed further in the following sections. The first term in the objective function of Eq. (1) is the
weighted mean square of the closest distances of the inliers. It
should be noted that in Eq. (1) we show the point-to-point distance
as the error metric. In the simulations, we also tried the point-toplane distance [9] as the error metric, and the results are about
the same. In the simulation results shown later, the point-toplane distance is used. The second regularization term is the
weighted mean square of 3D spatial distances of the SIFT feature
correspondence pairs. It effectively constrains the convergence to
the correct direction which minimizes both the spatial distances
of points with structural features and the spatial distances of SIFT
correspondence pairs which represent texture features.
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3.2. Adaptive outlier rejection and dynamic weighting for the 3D
points
As the alignment being refined, the outliers in the closest distance matching should be rejected in each iteration so that they
don’t affect the accuracy of the result. To utilize both the structural
characteristics related to the statistics of the closest distances of
the 3D point clouds as well as the spatial distances of the SIFT correspondence pairs, we propose a new outlier rejection method
based on an adaptive threshold which depends on both the matching errors of the closest distances of the 3D points and the spatial
distances of the SIFT correspondence pairs. The adaptive threshold
for the outlier rejection is defined as:

t ðkÞ ¼ c 

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðkÞ
erðkÞ  df

ð3Þ

where c is a constant. er ðkÞ is the root mean square of the closest distances for the statistical inliers sðkÞ defined as:

erðkÞ

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðkÞ
¼ meanpi 2sðkÞ ðkpi  T ðk1Þ  qi k2 Þ

ð4Þ

s

¼

ðkÞ

ðkÞ
fpi jcdi

þ3

ðkÞ
stdðcdi Þg
ðkÞ

cdi ¼ kpi  T ðk1Þ  qi
ðkÞ

ai ¼
Here

8 rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðkÞ
0:01
<
cdi < tðkÞ
ðkÞ
:

jrðpi Þrðqi

k

ð5aÞ
ð5bÞ

df is the average spatial distance of m% SIFT feature correspondence pairs with shorter closest distances. We make the adaptive
threshold tðkÞ for outlier rejection depend on the average spatial distance of m% SIFT feature correspondence pairs with shorter spatial
distances instead of the average distance of all the SIFT feature correspondence pairs because even after the RANSAC initial alignment,
some of the SIFT feature points may not be well matched. So, some
of the spatial distances may be relatively large which make the use
of the average distance of all the SIFT feature pairs not appropriate.
Using a subset of SIFT feature pairs with shorter distances, we can
ensure the accuracy of the chosen feature correspondences. In practice, we choose m ¼ 30, which is trained from experiments. We also
find that using a percentage between 25% and 60%, the final accuracy is not sensitive to the choice of that percentage parameter.

Þj

0

ð6Þ

otherwise

rðÞ denotes the surface variation defined in [34]:

rðpi Þ ¼

k0
k0 þ k1 þ k2

ð7Þ

and ki ðk0 6 k1 k2 Þ are eigenvalues of the covariance matrix:

2

where
ðkÞ

The outlier rejection is implemented by setting ai in Eq. (1) to be
zero if the closest distance of a 3D point-pair is larger than the
adaptive threshold calculated from Eq. (3).
After the outlier rejection, some inliers are more reliable than
others. If two corresponding 3D points based on the closest distance have similar surface variations, they are more likely to be
the correct pair, and so the weighting can be adjusted with more
confidence and vice versa. As mentioned in [34], the surface variation is closely related to the curvature but needs much less computation than the curvature calculation. Since local features can have
a better representation of the surface structure, we set ai based on
the 3D local surface variations as:

1 6
C ¼ 4
r

i
pi1  p
...
i
pir  p

3 2
7 6
54

i
pi1  p
...

3T
7
5

ð8Þ

i
pir  p

i is the centroid of
pi1 . . . pir are the closest r points around pi and p
these local neighbors.
With our adaptive outlier rejection, a larger portion of the
points from p are not counted towards the optimization in each
iteration. Thus, computation time is also saved.
3.3. Dynamic weighting for the SIFT feature pairs
From the experiments, we found that the relative weighting for
the SIFT feature correspondence distances is also important. If the
weighting is too large, the transformation will mainly depend on
the relatively small number of the SIFT feature correspondences.
This could give problems when the SIFT feature correspondences
are not completely reliable. On the other hand, if the weighting
is set too small, the feature based regularization term becomes less
significant. To properly balance the significance of the structural

Fig. 6. Fine-registration errors for the symmetric object by our proposed method (a) error curves, (unit: m), (b) the associated visual result of registering the two point clouds
from Fig. 1 (compare to Fig. 2b).
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the RMS of the distances between the ground truth points with (a) different methods for the symmetric food-can case and (b) with different lighting
(unit: m).

and photometric terms, the weight bi should reflect the relative
reliability between the structural and photometric terms. If the
2D SIFT feature matching distance is large, which means the SIFT
feature matching is less accurate, bi should be smaller. Also, if
the RMS of the spatial distances of the SIFT feature correspondences is larger compared to the RMS distances of the inlier set
sðkÞ ; bi should also be smaller. Based on the above argument, bi is
set as:

bi ¼ c0 

1
erðkÞ
 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
distðpfi ; qfi Þ
meanðpfi ;qfi Þ2cf ðkpfi  T ðk1Þ  qfi k2 Þ

ð9Þ

where c0 is a constant, distðpfi ; qfi Þ is the 2D SIFT matching distance
between ðpfi ; qfi Þ which is available from the SIFT feature matching
in the RANSAC initial registration stage, and the second term is the
ratio between the RMS distances of the inlier set sðkÞ and the RMS of

the spatial distances of the SIFT feature correspondences. er ðkÞ is calculated from Eq. (4).

3.4. Summary of the overall algorithm
In the algorithm described above, the adaptive threshold t ðkÞ utilizes both the structural information and the SIFT features of the
point clouds. Moreover, the SIFT feature matching constraint is
added into the objective function with a dynamic weighting. As a
result, the algorithm will converge properly even for the challenging scenarios. It should be noted that from the experimental
results, the parameters we set are not sensitive to the change of
datasets.
Unlike the outlier rejection method described in [13], our
proposed algorithm utilizes the texture feature information in
the outlier rejections. Moreover, unlike the color based ICP
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algorithm in [21,22], our method is more robust to lighting
changes. Our proposed 3D registration algorithm is summarized
as follows: For the kth iteration ðk ¼ 1; 2; . . .Þ in the fine registration process:

4. Experimental result
In this section, we demonstrate the improved accuracy and efficiency using the proposed approach for the challenging scenarios
described in the previous section including objects lacking salient
structural features and two frames with significant camera view
changes.
In Fig. 6, we show the alignment result for the case of an object
with a symmetrical structure (the food-can case in Fig. 2) using our
proposed algorithm. In this case, the result converges correctly
towards the ground truth points and the errors continue to
decrease. Also, the errors are much smaller. In Fig. 6b, we show
the associated visual result. Compared to the original ICP in
Fig. 2b, with our proposed approach in Fig. 6b, the markers are
aligned very well, which shows the effectiveness of our approach.
In the food-can case, the approximate percentage of overlaps is
about 60%, so we also draw the curves in Fig. 7a with a fixed 40%
(which gives better performance compared to other fixed percentages) outlier rejection method [15], the outlier rejection method in
[13], and the SIFT based registration approach in [24] for comparison. We also compare our results with the state-of-art ICP variant
methods such as [17,16]. As can be seen from the figure, these
methods have different degrees of convergence problems, and have
larger mean square errors as the iteration runs. We also draw the
curves of results from the color based ICP approach in [21] with
different shading conditions in Fig. 7b. In the color based ICP
results, the errors are much larger compared to the result of our
approach and its accuracy varies significantly in different shading
conditions. In our approach, since the SIFT descriptor is more
robust to illumination changes, the inlier SIFT features do not
change in this case so the varied shading does not affect the fine
registration results. It should be noted that the scale is different
in the two figures due to different ranges of errors in the
comparisons.
In Fig. 8, we show the case for an object with relatively small
overlapping regions (the cereal box case in Fig. 4) using our
proposed algorithm. From the error curve, we can see our result
converges correctly. Also, the errors are much smaller. Fig. 8b
shows the associated visual result of this case, in which the markers are aligned well. Fig. 9 shows the RMS error of the ground truth
points for the small overlap case with different methods. In this
case, the percentage of overlap is about 40%, so in Fig. 9a, we also
draw the curves with a fixed 60% outlier rejection approach[15],
(which gives better performance compared to other fixed percentages), the adaptive outlier rejection method in [13], the SIFT based
registration approach in [24], and the state-of-art ICP variant

(i) For each point pi in the point cloud p, find its corresponding
ðkÞ

point qi in q by searching for its closest point in q. In our
implementation, we use k-d tree to efficiently find the
nearest neighbor.
ðkÞ

ðkÞ

cdi ¼ kpi  T ðk1Þ  qi

k

(ii) Compute the statistical inliers sðkÞ according to Eq. (5), and
ðkÞ

erðkÞ according to Eq. (4). Then we calculate df
from the
average spatial distance of 30% SIFT feature correspondence
pairs with shorter closest distances.
(iii) Calculate the adaptive threshold for outlier rejection defined
in Eq. (3):

tðkÞ ¼ c 

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðkÞ
erðkÞ  df

(iv) Compute the dynamic weights for outlier rejection and balancing the two terms ai and bi according to Eqs. (9) and (3).
Then we find the transformation T ðkÞ by minimizing the
objective function:

f ðkÞðTÞ ¼

X

X

pi 2p

ðpfi ;qfi Þ2cf

ai kpi  T  qðkÞ
k2 þ
i

T ðkÞ ¼ arg minT ðf

ðkÞ

bi kpfi  T  qfi k2

ðTÞÞ. Also we don’t consider points pi from

ðkÞ
cdi

p with
> 10  t ðkÞ , so that in next iteration, we just need to
calculate the closest distance for the remaining points.
(v) The iteration terminates after the RMS of the closest distances of the inliers is smaller than a set threshold, or until
a fixed number of iterations is reached.
We show that this approach is also effective to improve the performance of ICP under the situation of significant camera view
changes. In this situation, the overlapping region is relatively small.
If the threshold of the outlier rejection only depends on the statistic information of the closest distances of the 3D points, the
threshold will be relatively large due to the large number of
outliers, meaning fewer points will be rejected. This causes convergence problems and makes the registration result inaccurate. Our
outlier rejection method makes the threshold tighter under this
situation which improves the performance of the registration.
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Fig. 8. Fine-registration errors for an object with a relatively small overlap in the two views by our proposed method (a) error curves (unit: m), (b) the associated visual result
of registering the two point clouds in Fig. 4 (compare to Fig. 4h).
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the RMS of the distances between the ground truth points with different methods (a) for the object in two views with relatively small overlap regions
and (b) with different lighting (unit: m).

methods such as [17,16]. From Fig. 9a, we can see that for previously reported approaches, the ICP registration result becomes less
accurate as the iteration runs. However, from the result of our
approach, the error becomes much smaller as the iteration runs.
We also show the result of the color based ICP in [21] and our
proposed method in different shading conditions in Fig. 9b. From
Fig. 9b, we can see that in different shading conditions, the color
based ICP in [21] varies in convergence. For our proposed method,
which is independent of the color and illumination, even with
different initial alignments, the errors of the ground truth points
of both cases converge to much smaller values.
We also conduct quantitative experiments compared with more
3D registration baseline methods.
Dataset. In addition to the RGB-D dataset in [33], we also pick
the RGB-D data from the TUM RGB-D dataset [35]. Fig. 10 shows

some of the examples of the RGB-D data that are used in our testing scenario. We construct the point cloud from the RGB-D image
also with different point density values. The content of the point
clouds covers from a small object placed on a turntable to a daily
office scene. It should be noted that we are mainly focused on
the fine registration problem on objects with less structural features or different views with small overlaps. So, actually the simple
cases such as a round cup or a small box with less overlapping
regions could be more effective in showing the problems of the
current ICP algorithms and our superior performance. Nevertheless, for the generalization purpose, we have also show our algorithms effectiveness in a more complicated scenario.
The pairwise point clouds are chosen with respect to different
categories: (1) symmetric objects, (2) two views with less overlap
regions, (3) general cases with distinctive geometrical structures.
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Fig. 10. Examples of the RGB images from different views (left, middle) and corresponded point cloud (right) for our experiments.

Table 1
RMS error from the ground truth with symmetrical objects (unit: mm). The bold
numbers mean the ones with the least RMS error.

Table 2
RMS error from the ground truth for two views with less overlap regions (unit: mm).
The bold numbers mean the ones with the least RMS error.

Data

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

Test 5

Test 6

Data

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

Test 5

Test 6

Adaptive [13]
TriICP [15]
Reweight ICP [16]
Color based [21]
SIFT based [24]
ADMM [17]
Super4PC [27]
SURF3D [37]
PFH [36]
Ours

3.004
3.672
4.193
6.569
7.438
27.990
3.955
3.683
20.312
2.843

5.087
9.184
4.979
7.952
6.115
22.853
27.868
20.614
20.614
5.578

5.595
3.570
4.811
9.579
6.233
3.135
5.116
4.179
24.420
3.103

11.489
13.401
17.898
12.754
11.489
65.656
11.489
34.827
85.309
11.401

8.801
7.830
7.616
8.018
8.801
13.934
39.571
70.743
55.983
7.363

12.284
12.030
12.811
11.841
12.284
19.135
12.357
23.280
70.555
11.396

Adaptive [13]
TriICP [15]
Reweight ICP [16]
Color based [21]
SIFT based [24]
ADMM [17]
Super4PC [27]
SURF3D [37]
PFH [36]
Ours

4.339
32.571
3.703
25.456
5.832
3.728
6.200
30.197
3.611
2.840

12.201
15.296
12.592
13.033
12.486
24.275
29.141
29.836
21.433
11.586

5.036
4.076
4.599
2.537
5.507
3.047
3.540
4.489
3.627
2.679

6.691
60.758
5.002
44.688
10.291
58.319
34.360
34.456
22.821
3.780

4.309
26.348
4.919
19.390
4.081
17.329
34.672
34.073
34.212
3.855

8.258
28.432
7.902
20.004
10.608
7.818
10.836
34.179
26.686
2.953

Across the dataset, we arbitrarily choose two views of the object
and use the same way to add markers served as ground truth
points. It should be noted that the marker points that we choose
will not be covered by the point clouds that we want to register

with and are generally far from the point cloud. Therefore, the
measured distance between ground truth markers is larger than
the actual registration error distance. (This metric magnified the
errors.)
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Table 3
RMS error from the ground truth for general cases with distinctive geometric structures (unit: mm). The bold numbers mean the ones with the least RMS error.
Data

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

Test 5

Test 6

Adaptive [13]
TriICP [15]
Reweight ICP [16]
Color based [21]
SIFT based [24]
ADMM [17]
Super4PC [27]
SURF3D [37]
PFH [36]
Ours

4.249
4.118
4.489
4.231
4.051
4.011
16.577
3.398
8.475
3.280

2.724
1.768
1.563
1.209
2.754
1.362
5.360
4.955
4.729
1.194

3.034
2.836
2.882
2.854
3.054
2.927
6.210
5.789
4.649
2.773

3.932
3.302
4.908
3.243
6.025
5.300
4.050
18.172
10.953
2.934

12.417
53.676
20.098
53.227
12.431
32.088
29.884
48.407
37.842
12.805

459.867
7.799
8.820
7.288
6.264
6.618
6.248
56.910
9.213
6.345

Table 4
Registration time comparison for the food-can case with other icp based methods. The bold number means the one with the least time.
Number of points: N = 3214, M = 3200, after 18 iterations (unit: s)
Compared method
Pre-process time (RANSAC, SIFT matching, etc.)

ICP process time

Total

TriICP [15]
Adaptive ICP [13]
Color based ICP [21]
SIFT based ICP [24]
Reweight ICP [16]
ADMM [17]
Ours

0.287
0.299
0.855
0.129
0.526
10.668
0.504

1.007
1.019
1.776
0.852
1.246
11.388
1.284

0.720
0.720
0.921
0.723
0.720
0.720
0.780

Table 5
Registration time comparison for the cereal-box case with other icp based methods. The bold number means the one with the least time.
Number of points: N = 6390, M = 3413, after 18 iterations (unit: s)
Compared method
Pre-process time (RANSAC, SIFT matching, etc.)

ICP process time

Total

TriICP [15]
Adaptive ICP [13]
Color based ICP [21]
SIFT based ICP [24]
Reweight ICP [16]
ADMM [17]
Ours

1.396
1.401
2.086
1.110
2.701
17.615
1.081

2.438
2.443
3.269
2.224
3.743
18.657
2.221

1.042
1.042
1.183
1.114
1.042
1.042
1.140

Baseline methods. Aside from the ICP related methods such as
[13,21,15,24,16,17], we also compare our method with more general 3D registration methods like Super4PC [27], and 3D feature
based registration such as [36,37]. For the 3D feature based registration methods, as mentioned in [36], we first perform k-nearest
neighbor to find the correspondences between the descriptors of
extracted 3D keypoints, and then we use RANSAC to reject outliers
and estimate the optimal transformation between the two point
clouds.
We compare the RMS errors from the ground truth points using
the same techniques as stated before. The results are shown in
Tables 1–3.
From the above results, we can see that our method generally
performs better than previous methods. It is surprising to see that
methods based on 3D structural correspondences such as SURF3D
[37] and PFH [36] perform much worse than the other fine registration methods. The reason behind it might be that 3D structure
based features are not as reliable as photometric features in the
point cloud present with noises. Also in situations when objects
lack salient structural features or when there is a large view change
between two point clouds, the 3D structure based features often
fail to extract salient points or find matches. The state of art methods such as ADMM and Super4PC generate large registration errors

under the above situations as well since solely relying on the 3D
structure is not enough. In a few cases, our method does not generate the best performance in terms of RMS error compared with
other methods. The reason behind it might be that the photometric
correspondences with small matching score are not exactly
matched. It might also be caused by depth noise of the photometric
corresponding points.
We also conduct experiments on the computation comparison.
Tables 4 and 5 list the registration time comparisons for the foodcan case (Fig. 1) and the cereal box case (Fig. 4), respectively. We
implement our algorithms in MATLAB 2010b. The simulations are
carried out using a machine with a dual-core 3.1 GHz Intel i32100 CPU, 8.0 GB RAM running 32 bit Machine. From the tables,
we can see that the color-based ICP method [21] is more computationally intensive than the original ICP, since the closest distance
search is performed for all the points and the distance combines
both the 3D coordinates and the color channels. The SIFT based
method in [24] has less processing time because in the ICP process
only the feature key points are taken into account. The ADMM
method in [17] is the most computationally intensive, as it introduces higher order metrics during optimization. In our method,
we can see the time to pre-calculate the surface variation and
the outlier rejection threshold is not significant. Also, since we
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have deleted some outliers in each iteration, the time spent on
searching for closest distance is decreased a lot, especially in the
case of object with less overlapping regions, which demonstrates
the efficiency of our algorithm.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, to improve the accuracy and robustness of the ICP
algorithm, we introduced a regularization term incorporating the
spatial distances of the SIFT feature pairs with dynamically
adjusted weights to balance the errors in the error minimization
process. We also proposed a new outlier rejection method which
is based on dynamic thresholding and leverages both the structure
and sparse feature pairs from the texture of the RGB images as a
constraint to keep the ICP iterations in the right convergent track.
Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach compared to previous methods and the robustness under
challenging situations such as objects lacking structural features,
significant camera view changes, and different lightings.
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